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Safety and security

We have implemented an incident-reporting tool 
to ensure comprehensive collation of safety and 
security incident information, including tracking 
a range of indicators to assess their potential 
impact on hotels and to consider where 
additional guidance, learning materials or 
adjustments to existing controls may be 
required. These include:

• Comparison of underlying reported incidents 
versus reported serious incidents/occupancy 
and system size.

• Non-compliance to Brand Safety Standards. 

• Overdue best practice/security matters.

Enhanced cleaning standards
This year, our crisis management system has 
enabled us to bring the necessary skills and 
expertise together to quickly direct resources 
and support to exactly where it is needed around 
the world in response to Covid-19.

We know that people’s appetite to explore, rest 
or work on their travels hasn’t changed, but 
understandably their confidence in when it’s safe 
to do so has. Cleanliness, health and safety are 
now top priorities for many customers, and while 
the wellbeing of our guests has always been 
important to us, we’ve enhanced this part of the 
experience to further reassure them. 

Our hotels are working to best practice  
Covid-19-specific training and operating 
procedures, aligned to regularly monitored 
advice from global health bodies. Our Global 
Cleanliness Board has worked with our new 
partner, Cleveland Clinic, and long-time 
collaborators Ecolab and Diversey, to develop 
new science-led protocols and service measures 
to strengthen our industry-leading IHG Way 
of Clean programme. 

 Learn more about our IHG Clean Promise

As identified in our materiality 
assessment, safety and security is a key 
area of focus for our business. IHG 
employs a team of global risk specialists 
to coordinate and monitor a safety and 
security management system to  
mitigate systemic health and safety or 
security issues across our hotels. 

Monitoring, reporting and assurance protocols 
enable our Board and Executive Committee to 
oversee key areas of uncertainty and the 
effectiveness of risk management and internal 
control arrangements.

A fundamental part of the system are our  
Brand Safety Standards. The standards specify 
reasonable and practicable measures to mitigate 
foreseeable health and safety, and security  
risks in IHG hotels. They are separate to  
local regulations but are designed to 
complement them. 

Measuring compliance to our Brand Safety 
Standards may include full, selected or sample 
inspection at the most appropriate point across 
the hotel life cycle. 

Risks that pose a threat to IHG’s operations are 
managed through multi-layered trained guidance 
that is specific to frontline and supervisory/
managerial colleagues in our hotels. 

We’ve assessed every step of the stay experience 
to ensure guests have a safe environment they 
feel they can control through cleaning and 
distance. Some of the more noticeable changes 
include sanitiser stations, social distance floor 
markers and restrictions on elevator use, more 
grab-and-go food options, fewer unnecessary 
in-room furnishings, and amenity cleaning kits 
and personal sanitisers available for guests. 

We launched Hotel Cleanliness Ratings, which 
customers can see as they book one of our 
properties. Plus, detailed cleanliness information 
is available for guests across IHG’s websites, app 
and in our hotels. Throughout their stays, we’re 
reassuring them when areas were last cleaned, 
when items are ready to use and where social 
distancing procedures are in place. We’re also 
using technology to minimise physical 
interaction, including rolling out mobile check-in 
and check-out across our hotels.

To help support and protect our hotel teams,  
we introduced PPE standards, rolled out training 
and certification, installed front desk shields  
and created online stores for hotels to buy 
PPE supplies at lower cost.

To ensure that every IHG hotel meets the  
highest standards, we work closely with  
our hotels by setting targets, monitoring 
performance and reviews, and conducting 
virtual quality audits, with clear steps in place  
to make necessary improvements.

https://www.ihg.com/content/gb/en/customer-care/clean-promise
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